
INTRODUCTION

“Enriching lives and building community through the stewardship of public parks and open space, and 
diverse recreational opportunities that foster life-long wellness, creativity and learning.”

grown significantly and can no longer be considered a small town, there are still qualities of small town life present 
throughout the community.  If the City continues to grow in  population and economic strength over the next 5-10 
years, park facilities will need to be addressed; by adding to the number of parks, and the types of amenities provided 
to meet the needs and demands of the citizens of Denton.

This document includes specific recommendations for park expansion, trail linkage, and park development to serve 
the growing population and needs of Denton.  The inventory section of this document includes a complete inventory 
of the existing parks, and facilities.  Documented in the  Public Input & Needs Assessment  section of this plan are the 
results of the citizen survey, which identifies the recommended priorities for the community.  The following section 
is Standards Analysis, this section uses guidelines set forth by the Recreation, Park and Open Space Standards and 
Guidelines 4th printing publication, to set up a customized classification system for planning Denton’s parks. This is an 
important point to be considered. All communities should have a number of different types of parks. This section also 
covers suggested facility development standards. The Trail section offers up a hierarchy for the trail system and a plan 
to meet the goals set by the Parks Department, mainly to have an interconnected trail system throughout the City. The 
final section of this plan contains the Ten Year Action Plan and a variety of Funding Sources.

This Master Plan should be the basis for the future development and fiscal planning of the Denton park system for 
the next five to ten years. Annual reviews of the Master Plan should be performed by the City to ensure that the 
implementation is on course and addresses any specific changes in priorities and/or needs.

Denton is an unique community whose 
diversity gives it strength.  This uniqueness is a 
point of community pride,  and it is the goal of 
the City to insure that growth, development 
and the use of community resources foster, 
encourage and promote the preservation 
of this vital quality. This is present in the 
Parks and Recreation Department’s mission 
statement , “ Enriching lives and building 
community through the stewardship of public 
parks and open space, and diverse recreational 
opportunities that foster life-long wellness, 
creativity and learning.”

Over the last nine years Denton has grown 
from a 77,300  populated community to a 
115,506. The city has grown by approximately 
38,000 individuals, that is a 49% increase in 
just under a decade. Even though the City has 
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